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The upheavals in Jordan’s strategic environment have sparked a heated debate on the social media regarding the identity of the Hashemite kingdom and Jordan’s relations with Israel. The dynamic challenges that form the background to this debate include the civil war in Syria, which has resulted in some 1.5 million refugees fleeing to Jordan and the establishment of jihadi Islamist terror infrastructures near the kingdom’s borders; the continued instability in Iraq, with nearly half a million Iraqi refugees settling in Jordan over the past decade; and the apparent stalemate in the Israeli-Palestinian arena, which greatly influences public opinion in Jordan, especially among the Palestinian majority.

The response to the killing in March 2014 of Raed Zeiter, a Jordanian-Palestinian judge, at the Allenby Bridge crossing by IDF soldiers presents an illustrative case study in this matter. Leftists, Islamists, and independent activists joined hands with MPs, most of them of Palestinian origin, and tried to leverage the incident to exert public and parliamentary pressure on the King. Their pressure included an explicit demand to annul the peace treaty with Israel, expel the Israeli ambassador from Amman, and release Ahmed Daqamseh, the Jordanian soldier responsible for the murder of seven Israeli schoolgirls in Naharayim in 1997.

Three demonstrations of force took place the day after the judge was killed: one outside the Israeli embassy in Amman; a protest sponsored by the by lawyers and judges’ unions, where Israeli flags were burned and protesters called for the expulsion of Israel’s ambassador; and a vote of no confidence in the Jordanian parliament, in which the Palestinian committee and the Human Rights committee in the Lower House demanded that the peace treaty with Israel be revoked.

King Abdullah II publicly condemned the shooting incident. He sent Foreign Minister Nasser Judeh to deliver a condemnation in parliament and pledge that the judge's death would be investigated immediately. In addition, the King offered condolences to the family and had his photo taken while embracing the late judge's father. Some twenty-four hours after the incident, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, presumably in
coordination with the Jordanian royal house, sent a public apology and expressed Israel’s sympathies to the people and government of Jordan, and announced the establishment of a joint Israeli-Jordanian team to complete the investigation.

Following the incident, three main trends were evident in the intensive discussions on the social media: 1. There are strong differences in approach between the various influential groups in Jordan – the Trans-Jordanians and the Palestinian Jordanians – on the question of identity and solidarity among “Jordanians” versus “Palestinians.” 2. The efforts by some Palestinians and opposition leaders in Jordan to mobilize public opinion and leverage this incident for the purposes of escalating bilateral Israeli-Jordanian relations clearly failed. 3. The Jordanian-Israeli peace agreement remains of strategic importance in the eyes of the Trans-Jordanians.

Palestinian Jordanians and Trans-Jordanian Relations

“Palestinian” vs. “Jordanian” identity: An online crisis began when Palestinian activists chose to emphasize the Palestinian identity of the judge who was killed – he was originally from the northern West Bank city of Nablus – over his Jordanian nationality. This sentiment was likewise clearly evident when some protesters waved Palestinian flags at the demonstrations and used the event in order to put pressure on the King, embarrass him, and threaten a no-confidence vote in the parliament. This behavior led to a counter-response on the social media, primarily from Jordanian citizens and activists who are not of Palestinian origin.

Jordanian youth and the King: Young Jordanians are giving their support to the King because of his success in preserving Jordanian unity and obstructing the regional chaos that threatens to breach the gates of the kingdom. Young people who have witnessed the wave of revolutions in Arab countries are not interested in paying a similar price, and therefore are not eager to see the King’s legitimacy erode. The attempt to undermine his policies actually led to a counter reaction, a formation of a united front and immediate and definitive opposition to the demands being made. Online, some even went so far as to comment, “We are all Jordanians, so why make this distinction?” and “The only flag that should have been waved at the protests is the Jordanian flag.” Thus the three principal demands mentioned above have not received broad public support, and there was no online consensus on these issues. Overall, therefore, the attempt to leverage the Allenby Bridge incident into a strategic move against Israel has failed.

The “alternative homeland” vs. a country based on citizenship: Some online discussion maintains that Jordanian citizens of Palestinian origin have not relinquished their Palestinian national identity. At issue here is the kingdom’s future: will it retain its Hashemite character or, given the presence of many minorities – Palestinians, Syrians, and Iraqis, who in fact constitute a decisive majority – will Jordan become what is called
the “alternative homeland” (al-watan al-badeel)? Young Jordanians see this as the most dangerous scenario for the stability of the royal house and of the country itself, as they fear that the Palestinians, who are already the dominant majority, will turn Jordan into a de-facto Palestinian state. There are discussions online of a different scenario, a country based on citizenship (“a state of all its citizens”) in which every Jordanian citizen would have equal rights and obligations, with no tribe or ethnic group having preference.

Israel-Jordan Relations
As a result of the incident at the Allenby Bridge, it is clear that today a majority of Jordanian youths participating in discussions on the social media support the Israeli-Jordanian peace treaty. It is not only the governing elite that understands the strategic importance of the treaty for Jordan; for young people, the agreement serves as a critical stabilizing element. In their view, the treaty actually maintains the dynamic and the internal balance in Jordan between Trans-Jordanian and Palestinian citizens and is essential for the survival of the royal house. If in the past there was opposition to the peace treaty among the Jordanian population, forcing the King and his ministers to defend it, today it enjoys broader legitimacy. This sentiment underlines the failure of using the shooting incident as political ammunition against the King.

Comments
Jordanian youths, especially Trans-Jordanians, are gradually taking the place traditionally held by the Bedouin tribes as the basis of support and legitimacy for the Hashemite royal house, and for King Abdullah II in particular. They have chosen to position themselves in the King’s camp out of a belief in their ability to influence him, bring about the desired reforms and changes, and successfully meet the challenges of regional instability, without unnecessary uprising. In the past eighteen months, young activists have been shown to side with the King time and time again when powerful groups in Jordan attempted to pressure him. This has enabled the King to remain powerful in the face of domestic pressures and prevent them from destabilizing the kingdom.

Today in Jordan, young people are the force that balances the two internal centers of power, the Trans-Jordanian tribal leaders and the Islamist movements, particularly the Muslim Brotherhood (whose support base comes from Jordanians of Palestinian origin). Therefore, any future domestic crisis in the kingdom will also have to be examined through the prism of this balance of power.

In the past, the peace treaty gave legitimacy to Israel in the region, while inside Jordan, increased criticism of the treaty and normalization with Israel prevailed. Today, however, at a time when the Arab world is in turmoil and Arab leaders are losing their legitimacy, the peace treaty with Israel has become a basis for legitimacy and a stabilizing factor for the Jordanian royal house. This insight has led young people in Jordan to respect the
peace treaty and view it as a strategic asset whose importance should not be underestimated.

The weight of the challenges facing the kingdom, including outside interference in its domestic affairs; the refugees from Syria; the use of Jordan as a transit and supply route by jihadi elements on their way to Syria; the struggle between those who demand reforms and the traditional elites, who wish to preserve the old order; the stalemate in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict; and the economic crisis, have all led to discussions on the future identity of Jordan: preserving the Hashemite kingdom, becoming the new, “alternative homeland,” or ushering in a “state of all its citizens.” This conversation is just in its beginning, and it is worth following its development.